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in general, the chera, chola, and pandya kingdoms, all of unknown antiquity, established a trinity of tamil powers in the region, namely the chera, chola, and pandya kingdoms. these kingdoms had diplomatic and commercial ties with other countries. the pandyas were
referenced in greek literature as early as the 4th century bce, and a pandyan embassy was received by roman emperor julian in the 4th century ce. meanwhile, the chera dynasty maintained a thriving commercial relationship with western asia. the chola kingdom was called
cholamandalam or coromandel and was situated to the north-east of the territory of the pandyas, between the pennar and the velar rivers. their chief centre of political power and capital uraiyurwas famous for cotton trade. it seems that in the middle of the 2nd century bce, a
chola king named elara conquered sri lanka and ruled over it for nearly 50 years. the cholas also maintained an efficient navy. the main source of wealth of the cholas was their trade in cotton cloth. some of the important chola kings of the era are talked about below. the
political history of the ancient tamilakam starts from the sangam period. the three ancient tamil kingdoms the chera, the chola and the pandya ruled tamilakam roughly from the third century b.c. to the third century a.d. together they ruled over the tamil land with unique
culture and language, contributed to the growth of some of the oldest extant literature in the world. they had extensive maritime trade contacts with the roman empire. these three dynasties were in constant struggle with each other vying for hegemony over the land. the
entry of the kalabhras during the third century a. disturbed the traditional order of the day by displacing the three ruling kingdoms. from about 300 a. to 600 a., there is an almost total lack of information regarding occurrences in the tamil land. the kalabhras are described in
the latter literature as evil rulers who overthrew the established tamil kings and got a stronghold of the country. the tradition about the evils of the kalabhra inroads has been interpreted as a social crisis, which led to the disappearance of the characteristic institutions of the
time.
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karikala's brother was muccattuvan (tamil: ). he had been king of kanchipuram and was also called panchamallan. karikala acquired the control of kanchipuram as a result of a battle at kumbakonam. he captured the states of kanchipuram, alanganallur, koodal and paravur
and thus almost all of kanchipuram. he also captured the crown of tamilakam from his brother, who remained a vassal king under him. the court poet, arikadeyar, the first among the great tamil poets who glorified karikala chola, hailed him as the greatest ruler among all the

rulers of sangam literature, the muppan's, the authors of the tamil classics. after his death in 649 c.e., kanchi passed under the rule of his brother mukkuttuvan, who had been crowned at puhar (dindigul), which was also the capital of his kingdom. mukkuttuvan ruled for a
period of fifty-five years until his death in 705 c. he was succeeded by his eldest son, kudaratadasa. after the death of mukkuttuvan, a power struggle occurred in the family between his sons. kudaratadasa succeeded to the throne of kanchi in 705 c. and ruled for more than
thirty years. kudaratadasa ruled with the support of the pandyas. the dynasty of the kanchi cholas was the most prominent of the three major dravidian dynasties in the southern peninsula. kudaratadasa built the chola-style temple of nataraja at siva temple and the kanchi
chola madurai nayakar perumal temple in the madurai region. he built the chola-style temple of perumal at anaimalai (anamalai) in the anaimalai region. he also built the chola-style jain-buddhist temple of kaladi chennakesava in the kaladi chennakesava temple town. the

chola-style jain temple at thirukkarai, the kanchi chola-style ganesha temple at thirukkurutti and the chola-style navagraha temple at thiruvaadalur near madurai are attributed to him. 5ec8ef588b
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